




A RIORDAN MATRIX APPROACH TO UNIFYING A

SELECTED CLASS OF COMBINATORIAL ARRAYS

ASAMOAH NKWANTA

1. INtRonucrtoN

A selected class of combinatorial arrays are considered as Riordan matrices'
What we mean by a cornbinatorial arrag is a lower-triangular array of numbers
that count some combinatorial object. A Riordan matrix is a special type of infinite
Iower-triangular matrix and the set of all Riordan matrices forms a group called
the Riordan group 1231. Using properties of the group, we construct an infinite two-
dimensionaÌ array consisting of Riordan matrices. The Cata.lan, Motzkin, directed
animal, and polyhex (Hex) arrays are included in the construction. Thus, as a
consequence of the construction certain classes of combinatorial arrays, generating

functions, and counting sequences are unified. Connections to Pascal's triangle and
the RNA and Fibonacci numbers are also shown. Matrix multiplication is the main
method used in the construction. In Section 2, we make the paper self contained by
briefly outlining the Riordan group and defrning multiplication of Riordan matrices.
Readers famitiar with the Riordan group may skip these details and go directly to
Section 3. The results will begin here with the construction of an infinite array of
Riordan matrices where the (i, j)th entry is derived as a generalized Catalan-type
array. Also in Section 3, some new Catalan identities are derived and connections
to admissible matrices as defined by Aigner [1] are given. In Section 4, we count
lattice paths with certain restrictions and show they are counted by the alternate
Fibonacci numbers. We conclude with giving some discussion of other approaches
and a list of open problems in Section 5.

2. Rtono,ct{ GRoup AND MATRIcES

The Riordan group depends upon certain formal power series.

Definition 2.L. An infi,nite matrir L : (ln,x)n,*>o ruith compler entúes C is called
a Ri,ordan matri,s if the kth column satisf,es

L6*"" : g (z) (Í ("))o

where g(z):t*g1zlgzz2 +... and, f ("): Ítz-f lzz2* Ízzs *... belong to the
rzng o.f formal power seri,es C[[z]l and, h 10.
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The concept of representing columns of infinite matrices by formal power series

is not new and goes back to Schur's papel on Faber polynomials [21]. A formal

power series in auxiliary variable z of the form

b (z) : bo t hz * bzzz * ..' : lbn""
-ao

is called an ord,tnary generat'ing.functi,on of the sequence {b'}. A Riordan matrix
is denoted by a pair of generating functions as L = (s Q) , f (r)).
Exarnple 2.L. P : (Ll 0 - z) ,"/(f - ,)) (the well-knoum Pascal's triangle) and
C -- ("' (z) , zc2 (z)) (see Figure /1) (Shapiro's Catalan arrag in l22l) are eaamples

of Riordan matrices.

The e(z) denotes lhe CataLan generat'ing .function

c(z):: (r- 'f,E) lz":L.*,n
and c. : (llO+"D(:) denotes lhe Catalan numbers which occur in a wide
variety of combinatorial problems and algebraic applications (see [28] pp. 219-229
and 231, respectively).

Multiplication of fuordan matrices is given by the following theorems.

Theorem 2,L. IÍ L : (S Q) , f (z)) is a Riordan matriz and' h (z) i's the generating

function of the column uector h: (h0,hi,...)Î, then the generating funct'ion for
the column uector Lh is g (z) n U Q)) . IÍ @ denotes matri,a multiplication, then we

haue the equiualent forrn
Lah(z):sQ)nffQ)).

Proof. See [23] (Equation 5) or [16] (Proof of Theorem 2.1). n
This theorem is called the Fundamental Theorcm of the Riordan Group [16]. It

leads to the next theorem by applying the fundamental theorem to an arbitrary
Riordan matrix N, one column of N at a time.

Theorem 2.2. IÍ L: (g("),f (")) and N : (h(z),1(z)) are Riordan matrices,
then

.L * N : (g (r) h(f (r)) ,I (î (r))) ,

and the set R o.f Riordan matrices 'is a group under matri,s multzplicatt'on.

Proo.f. See [23] (Equation 6) and [26]. !
Exarnple 2.2. Consider the prod,uct of the Pascal and CataLan matrices. Then

H:P*c: (ry,W)
is the Hec rnatri:r giuen in Secti.on 3 (see Figure l).

The group, we denote by (R,*), is called the Riordan group (in honor of John
fuordan). This group is a generalization of the renewal array theory which was

introduced by Rogers [19] to study generalizations of the ordinary Pascal, Catalan,
and Motzkin arrays. For more details on the Riordan group see Shapiro, eú. al.

[23] and Sprugnoli 127lr, .261.
One key step when constructing Riordan matrices is to find the matrix formation

rule. A .forrnation rule, which we denote by lZ;,01, is arecurrence relation which

(1)
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defines the way entries of a Riordan matrix are computed. The notation [Z; A]
means"Z" coincides with the formation of the zeroth column and "A" coincides

with the formation of the other columns.
Foìiowing Rogers [19] and Merlini, ef al. [12], with minor adjustments, we

give two useful characterizations of a given Riordan matrix. The formation rules
which determine Riordan matrices are called A- and Z-sequences. The Z-sequence
(Z : {zs, rr, . . .}) characterizes the zeroth column. This means every element ln+r,o
can be expressed as a linear combination of all the elements in the preceding row,
i.e.,

ln+1,0 : zoln,o * 4ln; * z2ln,2 l "'

The A-sequence (A : {ao,at,...}, oo l0) characterizes the other columns. In
this case every eìement ln+1,/c+1 can be expressed as a linear combination with
coefficients in A of the elements in the preceding row, starting from the preceding
column on, i.e.,

ln+l,k+t : aoln,k * a11n,641 * a2ln,a12 I... .

If A (g) and Z (y) arc the generating functions (in auxiliary variable g) of the A-
and Z-sequences, respectively, then 9 and / of L : (S G), f (z)) are the solutions
of

f (,) : zA(f (z)) and s(z) : sol G- z. z(/(,))) . (2)

Conversely, A (g) and Z (y) can be determined by letting U : Í Q) and eliminating
z îrom

A(a): yf z and Z (a): @(") - so) lzsQ). (3)

Example 2.3. The formation rale of C is l2,L;!,2,t1 where Z (a) : 2 I A and
A(a):1+2a+a2. In general, lnr1.,rc*1 is computed as'illustrated, by Figure 1.

lLn.t,k 2Ln,k+L Lln,k+2

\L "/
In+7.k+7

Fig. 1, A-sequence

3. THe INFTNTTE Anney oF RToRDAN MATRTcES

An infinite two-dimensional array of Riordan matrices denoted Uy 7 in Figure 2
(below) is constructed. Most of the material related to the construction comes from
Nkwanta [15]. The urruy V is of combinatorial interest since matrices that have
certain combinatorial applications (i.e., the Catalan, Motzkin, Hex, and directed
animal arrays) appear in the entries of the array. Some combinatorial objects of
interest that are counted by certain array entries are ballot sequences [22], random
walks [3], ìattice paths with various restrictions [5], [6], hexagonal graphs with
certain restrictions [8], [?4j,and interval graphs [7]. Lattice path interpretations of
the first two columns of,7 are given in [15]. Therefore, a remarkable aspect of ] is it
brings together various combinatorial objects and many well-known combinatorial
arrays, generating functions, and counting sequences.
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Fig. 2. Infinite Array I

3.1. The Construction, .ú is constructed by starting with combinatorial arrays
denoted by Co, M, C, and 11. These arrays are Riorda.n matrices and repeated right
multiplication of each matrix by É : O l Q - z) , z) ís performed to move across
the rows of the array. Matrix É, whose entries on and below the main diagonal
a.re 1 and 0 everywhere else, computes the partial row sums of a matrix. The
computation is defined by

L* E: kk) l$ - f (,)),f (")).
For examples see Figure 4 or references [1] and [9j.

To move down the columns of the array, we multiply repeatedly on the right
by Di. For 7 - 0, the matrix Ds (see Figure 3) is defined by D6 - (d(z),zd(z))
where

(4)

This matrix is an element of the Bell subgroup of the Riordan group [15]. These
are elements of the form (S Q) , "g 

(")) . Do arises in connection with counting cer-
tain lattice paths that are related to RNA secondary structures of length n from
molecuìar biology [14]. The leftmost column of Ds contains the RNA numbers
{1,1, 1,2,4,8,17,...},124]. For j > 0 the matrix Di, which acts as a column
trans'ition matrit, is defi.ned by

See Remark 3.2 for more details on D i . The first few entries îor j : 0, 1, 2 are given
in Figure 3. Simplified forms for D1 and D2 are given by

Dt = ( | lt;+z ,\ t-4, zd,(z)\ and\(7_-3-F - ') -ù ./

Dz: ((t -2"+ "r) l(t -5"+ z2),zd(z)).

These matrices are related to the Fibonacci numbers. Computing the row sums of
D1 gives the even Fibonacci numbers {fr^}: {I,2,5,13,34,...i. The generating
function of the leftmost column of D2 gives the odd Fibonacci numbers plus a
leadingone,{1,f2.+t} -{1, 1,3,8,21.,...}. Alatticepathinterpretationof D1 is

n,: (a(')((r - ") /0 - zd.(z)))i ,zde))
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subsequently given in Section 4.

10 0 0 00
11 0 0 00
12 r 0 00
23 3 1 00
46 6 4 10
:1',lu1051

1 0 0 0 00
I 1 0 0 00
3 21 0 00
8 5 3 r 00
2rr484r0
553823t251

10 0 0 00
1 1 0 0 00
2 210 00
5 4 31 00
12107410
2925181151

n^-u\) 
-

Fig. 3 Riordan Matrices Connected to Z

.f is now constructed- The first few entries are explicitly given in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Array Entries

. (:;:î :) .':[ ili )

-':("; l i .)

J

. (ii: i ,)
" [i l:î .) + "' (,l ; ;i .)
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Observing the leftmost columns of Cs,M,C,H,ME, anó' CE and looking

more entries we notice the following sequences:

{ ("0), }
{*.\
{.' }
{h*}
{(*")-}
{ (""). }

{1, 0, 1, 0, 2,0, b,0, 14,0,42,...} (aerated Catalan)

{1, 1,2, 4,9,2r,51,127,323, . . .} (Motzkin)

{1, 2,5, 74,42,r32,429,1430. . .} (catalan)
{1,3, 10,36, 137, 543,2219,. . .} (hexagonal)

{1, 2, 5, 13, 35,96, 267,750,. . .} (directed animal)

{1, 3, 10,35, 126, 462,1716, . . .} .

M : (^(r) , zm(z)) :

These counting sequences are known and can be found in [24] and [25].
Continuing to focus on the zeroth column of J, we observe a nice pattern given

by

C

The generating functions from these matrices prove the related corresponding se-
quences given above (see Proposition 3.1). Proposition 3.5 proves the last two
sequences. Moreover, the pattern of generating functions subsequently leads to
Equation 10.

Following Peart and Woodson [17], each of the above matrices can be triple
factored into three simpler Riordan matrices yielding

PoCoFo,o - PoCo
PlCsFs,s - P'Co
P2CoFo,o: P2Co
PsCsFsp - P3Co

where P is Pascal's matrix and Cs is the aerated Catalan matrix given above.
The matrix Fo,o : (1,2), wliich is the identity element of (R,*)! comes from the
Fibonacci matrix f,,5 : (tl (t - e" - 622) ,") given in [17]. The i.th triple factor is
P'Cs where P" : (Ll Q - iz) , zI 0 -'iz)) is a generalized Pascal matrix. Therefore
by triple factorization and construction, J : .ú where .Ú (Figure 5) is subsequently

deduced u î;,i: Pi *CoxÉi -here Éi: (t/(t * 
")i ,"). This triple product

of matrices is a generalized Catalan-type matrix (see Theorem 3.8). An interesting
point is the Pascal matrix P now appears in the entries of the array.

Cs

^î
tf
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Co + CoE + CoE' +
+JJ
PCo + PCoÉ + PCoÈ2 +
iii

- P2Cs - PzCoÈ + P2CoE2 +
ltj
PsCo + rscoî + FCoÈ2 +

Fie. 5. Infinite Array II
Moving down the jfÀ column of the array, left multiplication by P gives the same

matrix relations as right multiplicationby Di since P and Di are similar Riordan
matrices [15]. This leads to the following interesting remarks.

Remark 3.7. Le.ft multiplication by P is an Euler (binomial series) traru.fomn on
the ,first Riord.an pa'ir cornponent since each component i,s deriued, by

kt+r (t) : (1/ (1 - r)) ki (zl Q - z)) (5)

uhere k;(z) is the generating function giuen by Equation 10. Likeuise right rnul-
tiplication bg Ds giues an equiaalent transfonn and each component in this case is
deriued bu

kr+t (r) : ki (") d (zki (z)) (6)

where d(z) is the f.rst component generating functi.on (Equation 0 of Ds. Both
relatiorw can be proued bg i,nd,uction and they can be shoun to be equiaalent bg d,irect
eomputation. Thus, the ,first components of Cs, M, C, and H are obtained bg Euler
trans.fortns. Moreouer, the notion of Euler transforrn holds for all o.f Í.
Remark 3.2.

Ít+t3: P* !i,i:,fa,i* Di (7)

where

D,: S-i * Ds,,Ei : (0 - ùt ,"\ *ns* (t/e- z)r ,z).- \' ' ) " \ ' ,

The matríc Ds is also d,ef,ned bg Ds:1Co)-t * P * C6 where

(Co)-' : (t/ (1 + ,,) ,zl (t + z2)).

Although the construction for moving down the columns of .C started with Di,
the triple factorization involving P simplifies the process. Still focusing on the
zeroth column of .t, we make the strong assumption that the formation ruie of
Pí + Cs is [i, 1; 1, i, 1]. By the assumption and definition of Riordan matrices we
obtain

g:r+z(ig* 19/) and 9fk: z(tsÍo-'+igÍk +tgÍr*') (8)

Flom these equations we obtain

sG):1lQ-iz- zf (z)) and f (r): z(t+if (")+ f2 (z)). (9)

Solving for g and / leads to the following proposition.
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and [i,L;l, i, 1] is the .fortnation ru,\e.

Proof. (Sketch) Show that the formation rule coincides with the matrix. Find the
Riordan pair and verify the pair by using Theorem 2.2 and computing Pi * Co and
simplifying. tr

P" * Cs is also an element of the Bell subgroup [15]. A nice characterization
of ki (z) is it unifies the Catalan, Motzkin, and Hex counting numbers. The next
corollary uses the same generating function and unifies the Motzkin, Catalan, and
Hex counting numbers with aìternating signs.

Proposition 3.1 . "ú;,0 = P" * Cs = (k; (z) , zk; (z)) where

k,(z) : (r, - ra - \l( - *1, - n,r\ lr,,' \' ' v )'

Corollary s.2. k-í{rl : (tr .r iz) - ) r'"'

ki. k): kr(") lQ - ztci("))' :1lO- (i+2) z)

and l(i + 2) ,o;1, i, L] is the fortnat'ion rule-

(10)

(12)

Proof. Use Theorem 2.1 and P-' : (Ll 0+iz),zf (I+iz)) and compute P-i e>

F -.,n=4P) lz"'. n
Solving / of Equation 9 for /2 leads to the following lemma-

Lemma 3.3. (1 - zk; (z))2 : te; (z) (1 - (i + 2) z).

Proof. See [15], pp. 38. tl
Corollary 3.4. (Catalan ld,entities) For A,: z/ (l - iz) we haue the ,following:

(t) c (4,) : (1 - iz) ki(z)
(z) c(A'?) :r+z2k?(z).

Moving down the next column of .ú leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 3.5. .Cr,l : Pi * Cs " 
E : (ki Q) , zki (z)) where

ki e): h(,) I (t - zkaAD: (.{l44t,f=6TUt - r) lz, (11)

and. [(i * 1) , 1; 1, i, 1] is the .formation ntle.

Prool. Follow the proof of Proposition 3.1. D

kj (z) unifies counting numbers related to directed animals {4], nonisomorphic
trees [11], and certain coefficients of Chebyshev polynomials [t0] (pp. 178-180, and
515). This generating function leads to another Catalan identity.

Lemrna 3.6. ki Q) : Q I (1 - (i + 2) z)) c (- z I Q - (. + 2) z)).

Proo.f- Use Equation 1 and simplify. n
Remark 3.3. Lemrna 3.6 and, Corollary 3.4 Q) can also be proued bg us,ing the
Touchard i,denti,ties gi,uen by Riord,an 118) (ee. 156).

Now moving down the third column of "ú leads to the next proposition.

Proposition 3.7. .t.;,2 = Pi * Co * E2 : (ki. Q) , zk; (z)) where

40
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Prool. Follow the proof of Proposition 3.1. tr

As a consequence of Propositions 3.1, 3.5, and 3.7, the following theorems arise.

Theorem 3.8. For i, j ) 0,

Ír,i = pi * cs * Éi (éR F,zhe)) .

Proo.f . By the construction, Theorem 2.2, Corollary 3.4, and simplifying

PI *Cs* EJ :

This proves the theorem. !
We now completely determine li,1 and find the A- and Z-sequences. We start

with the following lemma.

Lernma 3.9. IÍ L: (g("),Í(")) is aRiordanrnatriaandf (z): zb(z) suchthat
a is a real nurnber andb(z) satis.fies

b(z) :1 )- azb(z) + z2b2 (21 ,

then the generating function for the A-sequence oÍ L is A (A) : | * ag * 92 .

Proof. Use Equation 3. !
Theorem 3.10. .Ai,j (E) : t +ig+s2 and. Z;,i @) : t+y+ (1 - (1 - ùt) /u or"
the generating functions for the A- and,Z-sequences of !i,i.
Proo.f. Using CoroÌlary 3.4, k; (z) satisfies

k6 (z) : L * izki (z) + z2k? Q) . (13)

An3 @) is obtained by Lemma 3.9. Applying Equation 3 gives Zt,, (U). n
Rernark 3.4. Giuen A (a) : L + ag -t A2 Aields another Catalan id,entity,

.e,(zc2 1z)) = (1 + (o - 2) z) cz (z) .

Introducing the concepts of the A- and Z-sequences proved to be most useful
in heiping to find Zo,i(a). This completes the construction of J. A surprising
connection to J is mentioned in the following remark.

Remark 3.5. The matric

giues (Pí x Ce) * B : Pi x Bs where Bs i.s the aerated, centml binorni.al array
Bo : (7 / $trW), (t - l/t7 +7) I Zz) and the fonnation rwle is [i, 2; 1, i, 1] .

Thi,s arrag connects ! to the ir\finite two-dimensi,onal arraA B : Pi * Bs * Èi.
Generat'ing functions and counti,ng sequences inaoluing the central binomi,al and
trinomóal arraAs are included in this constr-uction. Thus .further extending !. and,
uni,fying more combinatorial arraAs, generating .functions, and counting sequences.

(t î333.l
B:(t/(r-",),"):là Î à ? 3 . 
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3.2. The Connection to Adrnissible Matrices. Related topics on combinato-

rial quantities represented by infinite matrices are given by Aigner [1] and Kemeny

[g]. Aigner's paper introduces a certain class of infinite matdces called adnr,issible

rnatrices where Cataian, Motzkin, central trinomiaì, and polyhex arrays are unified.
We conclude this section with giving some connections of I to admissible matrices.

Definition 3.L. (Ai.gner ftl) An infin'ite nLatr*iî A : (a",r) wi'th the rnth row
denoted r* : (a^,o,am,rt...) i,s called admi,ss'ible iJ it i's lower tr'íangular uith
main d,iagonal equal L and r*.rn: en+n,eY nt,n where r^ 'rr : Dr a*,pan,p 'is

the usual inner product.

Admissible matrices are also described by the following proposition.

Proposition 3.t1. (Aigner lI)) Let A : (o^,r) be ad'missible uith an,6 : bn for
all n. Set

so : bo'sr : br - bo,..''sn : bn - bn-t, " "
Then,

ao,o 1,

ao,k : 0Jork> 0, and'
an,k an-7,k-t * sk' an-t,k * dn-t,p+t (", A 1)

(14)

Conuersely, if an,p 'is giuen by recuryence 11, then A : (on,x) is admissible uith
&n*!,n:s0*s1 * "*sn.

Proof. See Aigner [1] (Proposition 1). n

Admissible matrices as given by the sequence o : {"0,51,53,' . .} via recurrence
(14) are considered. Then for the special case o: {o,t,...} we denote a- a@'s)
and observe

Co :1(o'o)

M : AQ'l)

C : A(2'2)

H : AQ'3)

CoÉ: A0'o)

MÈ: AQ't)

cE - A\ó'z)

HÉ: AG'3)

are admissible. The leftmost entries of Í;,s and Jl,r are called Catalan-like numbers
of type o : (a,s). Thus, we generalize and obtain Catalan-like arrays of type o.

Proposition 3.L2. Li,s : A('i) and' f i1 : AU+r'i) are adm'íssible.

Proo.f. TJse Propositions 3.1,3.5, and 3.11 . Also see Aigner 11] (Proposition 2(ii)
and Equations 2, 5, and 13 of Section 3). D

4. LATT]CE PATHS

The matrix Di was derived as a consequence of constructing "Ú. A lattice path
interpretation of D1 is given in this section.

we consider counting paths which start at the origin (0,0) and take unit steps,

(0,1) = N (north), (0,-1) = S (south), (r,o;: E (east), and (-1,0): W (west)

with the following restrictions: 1) no paths pass below the r-axis, 2) no paths begin

with aW step, 3) all W steps remaín on the x-at:'is, and 4) no S step immediately
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follows an N step, i.e there are no NS steps. We catl this class of paths NESW*

paths. A typical example is denoted by the steps EWEEWNESWN'
Let d,(n,,k) denote the number of NESW. paths where n is the number of steps

and k is the final height. Computing the first few paths gives the first few entries of
Dr' By convention d(0,0):1 and it is obvious d(n,n): l since the oniy way to
be at height n after n steps is to always go north. By Riordan group methods, it is

easy to show the formation rule of D1 is given by the following recurrence relations

d(1,0) : L, d(2,0) : 2, and

ror rhe,ertmost ..,J :l i:? ̂ :,r i t^ !_lri ii ; l i,*" n*"
d.(n* r,k) = d(n,k - 1) * d(rz, k) + td (n - i,k + i),

j>r

for the other columns.
we want to find the total number of NEsw* paths of length rz and connect D1

to the paths by showing the paths satisfy (i5) and (16). To do this we consider

the following combinatorial arguments. Let d(n,k) denote the number of NESW*
paths of length n and height k. To form such a path, we consider the following
cases. First, if the last step is N, then there ate d(n,lc - 1) possibilities to move uP
to height k. If the last step is E, then there are d(n,k) possibilities to remain at
height k. If the last step is S, then there are d(n- i,lc * j) possibilities to move
down to height È. Summing over the cases gives (16). For k > 0 there are no paths
with last step W since the W steps remain on the s-aris. For the zeroth column,
if the tast step is S then there are d(n - I,0) possibilities- If the last step is E,
then there are d,(n,O) possibilities. Also if the last step is W, there are d(n,O)
possibilities. Combining these cases gives (15). There a.re no paths with last step N
for height k:0. The boundary condition d(n,le):0 (,k > n) is trivial since there
are no paths of this form. This proves the formation rule and gives D1 a NESW*
lattice path interpretation.

To find the total number of NESW- paths of length n, we multiply by (1, 1, . . .)?
which has L/ (1 - z) as its generating function. Then by the fundamental theorem
and simplifying, the generating function for the total number of all NESW* paths
is

(15)

(16)

// \
Dt@(7tQ-ò) : ( ( !::4-1ì 1''

\ \/i -EF7 ' ) 2z
,,oA))@ (1/ (1 - z))

= ((r - ") / (1 -32 * "r)) 
:Lrr^"'.

n2o

Thus the NESW- paths are counted by the even Fibonacci numbers.

5. Otsen AppRoecnBs AND OPEN PRoelrtrls

"f is the focus of this paper. Some remarkable aspects of this array are it com-

presses a wealth of combinatorial information into the matrix J1,i and it unifies

a large collection of combinatorial arrays, generating functions, and counting se-

quences.
In addition to the combinatorial arrays mentioned in this paper, unifying com-

binatorial arrays whose entries are associated with Fibonacci, Pell, and SchrÒder
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arrays would be of interest. This paper is only concerned with Riordan matrices gen-

erated by ordinary generating functions. Considering Riordan matlices generated

by exponential generating functions wouid be ofinterest. This could lead to finding
unifying anays involving Bell, Bernoulli, Eulerian, Stirling, and secant/tangent ar-
rays. Also, finding unifying arrays involving special functions like Bessel functions,
and Legéndre, Laguerre, and Chebyshev polynomials would be of interest.

The remarks given in the paper provide interesting exercises for the reader. Some
open problems are:

(1) Find connections of .úi,, to the umbral calculusJ see [2] and [20] (pp. 6-31).
(2) Determine whether [i,i is connected to Hankel or Stieltjes matrices, or

generating trees and AGT matrices (see [13] and [29]).
(3) Determine whether additional group properties can be obtained by studying

properties of !,,r.
( ) Find other combinatorial interpretations for Di for j - 0, 1.

(5) Generalize and find a lattice path interpretation for the sequence of matrices
{Di} i>o.
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